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JANET TONKINSON
Many thanks to Chris and her team for the invitation to judge and the warm hospitality. I took
a couple of classes from Mrs Hamilton when she was unwell and hope exhibitors were not
too disappointed & I hope you are feeling better by now Sheila. Penny Jackson was again my
very capable steward, what would I do without you Penny thank you so much.
IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER
IMP & BOB WEBSTER’S IMP GR CH & GR PR FIORDILISO NANPEMA-NUAGE
attractive young lady with quite well balanced head and large wide based ears which are
mostly white. Oriental set blue eyes and almost straight profile with good chin and level bite.
She has almost an inverted V of white in her seal mask, white on her brow and cheeks the
later give the slight optical illusion of making her appear slightly pinched in the muzzle.
Slender neck and long slender body with short close coat with cream shading on her back but
clear white through the tummy area. Long legs and neat paws with white on all four legs and
long tapered seal tail. Slightly tense but sweet natured and nicely presented.
LILAC BURMESE KITTEN
1 & BOB STALKER’S VINTARN LILAC LYRA (BUR c) F 4/7/14 young lilac queen of
8months of generally good size and weight for her age and a delightful personality. Fairly
short wedge head that could just do with a little more width at the cheeks. Medium to large
broad based ears that follow the outer contours of the head. Gently rounded top of head and
brow with good nose break and short straight nose in profile. Good depth of chin, level bite
and blunt muzzle. Large lustrous golden yellow eyes held slightly round at first but the
correct shape emerged as she settled and relaxed. Quite firm and well muscled body for her
age and of lovely weighty feel and straight back. Excellent short close glossy coat, fine satin
like texture and soft dove grey colour. Nicely proportioned slender legs with neat oval paws
and balanced length of gently tapered tail with rounded tip.
HAVANA ADULT MALE
1 CC & BOB HIRST’S TOGHAR YANKEE DOODLE DANDY (OSH b) M 4/5/14
handsome young man with lovely even wedge head and large wide based ears with good
width across the top line. Oriental set bright green eyes, just a tiny dip in profile and his chin
slides off a fraction but the bite is level. Slender long neck and long svelte body with firm
muscle tone and excellent close lying rich warm chestnut coat that is just a fraction long but
sound to the roots. Long slender legs with neat oval paws, I would have just liked another
inch on his tapered tail for complete balance, good natured boy.
HAVANA ADULT FEMALE
1 CC JONES MESBELLES MADEMOISELE COCO (OSH b) F 31/3/14 young queen
almost a year old with moderate length even wedge and large wide based ears of good set
with width across the top line. Oriental eye set held slightly full and I would have preferred a
deeper shade of green. Straight profile with firm chin and level bite. Long slender body and
short close lying coat that is sound to the roots but was quite dark in colour and needs a bite
more warmth. Slender long legs, neat paws and balanced length of tapered tail, slightly tense.
ORIENTAL LILAC ADULT
BOB SIMPSON’S CH WESTGARTH CRYSTALINA (OSH c) F 10/5/13 very anxious
mature Lilac girl with well balanced wedge and large wide based ears of good set. Oriental
pale green eyes held quite full but they improved as she relaxed a fraction. Almost straight
profile level chin and bite. Long slender body and short close lying soft toned pinkie lilac
coat that is sound to the roots. Slender legs, neat paws and long tapered tail to balance.
AC ORIENTAL BICOLOUR ADULT MALE

1 CC WITHELD DAVIES WICCANWAYS RED REVENGE (OSH d 03) M 30/5/14 this
red and white bicolour boy was absolutely petrified in the true meaning of the word he was
totally rigid and therefore very difficult to fully assess. He seems to have a reasonable wedge
and fairly large ears which he kept folded down and back. Pale green eyes held like saucers
and straight profile with V of white on face, chin and bite seemed level. Fairly good length of
body, mostly red on his back and white tummy. Long legs neat paws and tapered tail. I
agonised for quite a while about awarding this boy but in the end I made my decision on the
grounds of his welfare, he really does not like being shown and I feel it would be unfair to
pursue that cause, I did speak to his owner.
BOB DEVLIN’S CH ATHELSTAN PANDAMONIUM (OSH n 03) M 22/12/13 big strong
black and white boy and very confident. Strong even wedge head with large wide based ears
carried just a fraction high. Oriental set pale green eyes. Straight profile good chin and level
bite. His face is almost all white with small amount of black at the base of his ears and a
smudge on his nose. Long slender neck and firm muscular svelte body with black saddle area
and clear white on his neck chest and tummy. The coat itself is a fraction long but close lying
and in super condition. Long slender legs mostly white neat paws and long tapered black tail.
AC ORIENTAL BICOLOUR ADULT FEMALE
1 CC DEVLIN’S ATHELSTAN HEAVENSCENT (OSH ns 03) F 27/4/14 slightly tense
young lady but rather a pretty girl. Nice even wedge head with large wide based ears of good
set. Bright emerald green oriental eyes, straight profile firm chin and level bite, some white
on her face. Long slender body with short close coat with patches of black silver shaded
pattern over her back, white under chin down her chest and completely white tummy. Slender
legs and neat paws with good amount of white and lovely long tapered tabby tail.
AC BURMESE MAIDEN ADULT
1 BRADLEY’S ALBA REGIA PENESZ (BUR G) F 2/5/14 attractive young queen of
10months of overall good conformation feeling weighty and firm for her young age and with
a delightfully mischievous Burmese expression. Lovely short wide wedge with good width at
the cheek margins and medium to large broad based ears that follow the outer contours well.
Gently rounded top of head and brow, she would possibly benefit from a little more definition
to her nose break in profile but lovely short straight nose and blunt muzzle with level bite.
Large lustrous amber eyes set well apart with slight inward slant and rounder lower rim. Firm
body of good weight and broad chest with soft fine silky texture blue and cream tortie coat
short and close lying. Nicely proportioned slender legs with neat paws and well balanced
length of gently tapered tail with rounded tip.
AC BURMESE VISITORS ADULT
1 McCORMICK’S CH FLOREAT ELLA FENELLA charming young lady with personality
plus of good size and conformation with a lovely firm weighty feel to her. Lovely short
wedge with good width at the cheeks rounded top of head and brow with well defined nose
break and short straight nose in profile. Good depth of chin and level bite to her blunt muzzle.
Moderately large broad based ears set to follow the outer contours of the face and large
lustrous chartreuse eyes with gentle inward slant and rounded lower rim set well apart.
Lovely solid muscular feel to her body with deep rounded chest and straight back and a super
rich brown coat, short fine satin texture which positively glows with health. Well
proportioned slender legs with neat paws and balanced length of gently tapered tail and
rounded end.
2 CHAPMAN-BEER’S IMP GR CH CARAMARIAN EVITA (BUR a) F 13/8/10 mature
blue girl with strong firm body with straight back who stands proudly on slender legs and
neat oval paws. Short wedge head I would have just liked a little more width at her cheeks.
Gently rounded top of head and brow and well defined nose break in profile with short
straight nose, blunt muzzle, firm chin and level bite. Fairly large broad based ears set well to

follow the outer contours of the head and large lustrous chartreuse eyes with inward slant and
rounded lower rim. Well muscled firm body with lovely soft blue grey coat short and close
lying, glossy fine satin texture in excellent condition. Proportionate slender legs, neat paws
and balanced length of gently tapered tail, excellent temperament.
3 TURNER-RUSSELL’S BOSSANOVA V BLAUEN PALAIS (BUR b) F 17/10/13 young
chocolate queen in full season and anybody’s for a song but it seems to have made her lose
some level of body condition. Fairly short wedge that needs more width at the cheeks, gently
rounded top of head and brow but in profile she needs more definition to her nose break and
her straight nose is a fraction longer than desired but good blunt finish to her muzzle with
level chin and bite. Quite large broad based ears with a tendency to hold them slightly high
and large lustrous yellow gold eyes of correct set and shape. She was holding herself quite
taut and paddling furiously, warm milk chocolate coat slightly open and a fraction long but
soft satin texture. Slender legs and neat paws and balanced length of tapered tail with rounded
tip.
AC BURMESE KITTEN
1 STALKER’S VINTARN LILAC LYRA (BUR c) F 4/7/14
AC BURMESE SENIOR NEUTER
Three quality neuters in this class it was very close between them.
1 BRIDGES UK & OG IMP GR CH SANLIS SHAMELESS (BUR n) FN 12/11/10 mature
girl who was looking so much better than the last time we met. Lovely short wedge with good
width at her cheeks and large broad based ears set at the correct angle to follow the outer
contours of her head. Gently rounded top of head and brow and well defined nose break in
profile, short straight nose blunt muzzle and firm chin with level bite. Large lustrous
chartreuse eyes of lovely set and shape and importantly for me today, crystal clear. Firm well
muscled body with deep rounded chest and lovely straight back and superb rich brown glossy
coat that is short fine satin textured, looking in the peak of health. Nicely proportioned
slender legs and neat oval paws and balanced length of gently tapered tail with rounded tip.
2 TOWN’S IMP GR CH & PR TEAPOT TANYA (BUR n) FN 23/2/05 another mature
brown girl of good overall size and condition but she was rather unhappy in her end of row
pen but nonetheless sweet natured and reassured when handled. Big girl with lovely short
wide wedge showing good width at the cheeks and gently rounded top of head and brow, and
well defined nose break in profile with short nose that is just inclined to roll off slightly at the
tip. Moderately large broad based ears set well to follow the outer contours of the head and
large lustrous chartreuse eyes of good set and shape. Large firm body of good weight with
deep broad chest, straight back and rich brown coat that is a fraction long but of lovely fine
satin texture. Well proportioned slender legs and neat paws and gently tapered tail with
rounded end of reasonable length for her overall size.
3 HALL’S UK & IMP GR PR SANLIS SECRET SAMADHI (BUR a) MN 27/6/06 big solid
blue boy who obviously thinks it fine to spend the whole day being carried about by human
slaves. What other purpose do we serve apart from being their willing attendants, I had great
difficulty persuading him to go back in his pen and to be truthful I was enjoying it as much as
he was. Short wide wedge head he could perhaps do with a little more width at the cheeks
being male but gently rounded top of head and brow. Well defined nose break in profile and
short straight nose, blunt muzzle, firm chin and level bite. Fairly large broad based ears that
follow the outer contour well and large lustrous chartreuse eyes with slight inward slant and
rounded lower rim. Huge solid deep body and chest with lovely straight back and soft short
fine and satin like blue coat in lovely condition. Well proportioned legs with neat oval paws
and nicely balanced length of gently tapered tail with rounded end.
AC ORIENTAL NOVICE ADULT

1 BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK DO-IT LIKE-A-DUDE (OSH n 24) M27/4/14 very stylish
young boy being a fraction too friendly, obviously feeling his hormones. Lovely head huge
flared ears good profile chin and bite, and oriental green eyes. Slender long body with a very
busy tiny sized spotted pattern and very short close coat. My main concern is that he is very
black and white in colour, where is the warm copper ground colour gone that is mentioned in
the breed standard for brown tabby’s. Good legs and tail.
2 SMEATON’S BRIDESHEAD COPPER KING (OSH o) M 10/12/13 rather shy young
cinnamon boy, nice even wedge large ears well set, oriental green eyes nice profile chin and
bite. Long body with warm cinnamon coat that is a bit long and not completely sound at this
stage. Long legs, neat paws and balanced length of tapered tail.
3 DAVIES WICCANWAYS RED REVENGE (OSH d 03)
AC ORIENTAL KITTEN
1 BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK PARMA VIOLET (OSH c 24) F 3/9/14 pretty little lilac
spotted tabby baby girl, excellent head with huge flared ears, bright green oriental eyes good
profile chin and bite and facial tabby pattern. Slender little body, short close coat with well
defined spotted pattern for a dilute, good legs and tail.
2 MASTERS ENIGMATIC PANDORAS BOX (OSH h) F 21/8/14 Stylish young chocolate
tortie girl, lovely head well placed ears, green oriental eyes, good profile chin and bite.
Slender but well grown with rich warm chocolate and red mingled tortie coat, slender legs
and long whippy tail.
3 BROCK’S KEVELS DIRTY DANCER (OSH m) F 6/10/14 pretty young caramel girl with
good head large wide based ears, bright green eyes straight profile level bite. Long slender
body but her coat is not completely sound at present. Slender legs neat paws and tapered tail.
AC ORIENTAL SELF NEUTER
1 MASTERS PR ENIGMATIC HES SOVAIN (OSH n) MN 5/3/14 rather handsome young
man just a year old but not in the best of tempers when we reached him. Good head large
flared ears green eyes and straight profile. Long svelte body with dense shining short black
coat. Long legs and tail.

